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v
The results of tests conducted as part .. ·.o·f,,:a.ninvest.igation of the
ultlmate strength properties of comvosite steel and -co.n.c.r..e.te,.be.ams ,<.are .re-
ported ~ These test results along with other inf,oJ:.mai..ion on the..ul,tima.te
strength of various types of mechanical shear connecto,rs,,,are uaeq., tode.ve-lop
a criterion for minimum shear connector requirement..s, f,orc,ompos:b',t'e beams.
It is shown that when this criterion is satisfied',~,the .ultimate ;streqg-th of
beams, in which the neutral axis at ultimate moment lies w.ithin the slab .is
n6t reduced:by slip between slab and beam. A method of determining the
. ultimate bending capacity of beams with a weaker shear connect~on than that
p,roposed for design is developed. Test results from beams having weak shear
connections are compared to this method of calculat.ing the ult.imate bending
capacity and good correlation :is obtained. It is shown that the redistri-
bution of load on shear connectors prior to failure makes it unnecessary to
space the conn~ctors in accordance with the shear diagram for the case of
uniform loading 0 One test of a continuous member is described, and it is
indicated that not only the uitimate strength theory but, in a limited way,
plastic analysis also ,may be applied to composite beams.
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i
The development of the early specifica tion.s. for., c.omposi te s-t.e·e.l and
concrete beams in the United States was based upon.. e,lasticconcep,ts whi.ch
are familiar to all engineers 0 It was tacitly assumed that the concrete
slab and steel beam would act together as a unit.\up......to-.. ulti~,te .lo.ad if the
member were properly designed by the elastic metho,d.. ,Rlastic design of the
cross section was easily proven to be satisfactory:, ."bu,t, .certain difficulties
arose with respect to the design of shear connecto'):'s,o The shear connector
design problem has been the concern of engineers from the 1920's until rhe
present time.
Semi-empirical formulas for the so called useful capacity of
various types of mechanical connectors were developed .for the 1957 revision
f h AASHO S -f- - 1o t e 'peC1 1cat1ons. Working load values may b'eq d:er-ivecr: from'· the
useful capacity values by dividing by an appropriate ,factor of safety which
is also prescribed in the AASHO Specificationso This method of designing
shear connectors for bridges where severe conditions of fatigue loading of
connectors take place has withstood the test of time and still ,stands as the
accepted design procedure for bridge members 0
As composite beams' 'became mor¢·:'"ceiDfuo·rt in building construction, a
more economical solution for shear connector design than that afforded by
the AASHO' method was desired, It seemed that a more economical ·solution was
possible since the problem of fatigue could be ignored, ~he ~SHO useful
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capacity was essentially based upon placing a limi.tat,ion .on"the",.,amount ,of
slip which could be permitted between slab and beam,w "T,he",.questi.on of how
much slip could be permitted in a building member ,cou,ld ....no,t .. b.e.easily ,an-
swered from elastic theory or from a study of th,e .... ,pe.r,fo.r,ma.n,ce..of., .comp.o-site.
beams, in ,.the elastic region of the load-deflection",cur,ve,.. ,,:. ,Whe;~ea,s .. the.
dang~r of fatigue failure dictated the limits to,· b.e.,p..laced ,on ,slip ,for
bridge members, there seemed to pe no available cr..,i,te..ria,. to be used in
establishing a~other limit of permissible slip fO:1: s,.tatic loadin.g.
The first step in establishing a more .liher.al"shear connector require-
ment for building members was put forth by the Joint",AS,CK~ACI Committee on __
Composite Construction in 1960. 2 In the recommendations of this committee,
the AASHO formulas were essentially retained and a. fact.or o.f safety suit-
able for statically loaded members was incorperated in the for~ulas. There
was little doubt that these new formulas were 'satisfactory from the point
of view of structural safety, but there was no "yardstick" for deciding
whether or not these formulas represented the most economical solutiouo
A research: program was initiated at Lehigh University in 1959 under
the sponsorship of the American Institute of Steel Construction to study
shear connector requirements under static loading conditions. The purpose
of 'this investigation was to develop a logical criterion for the design of
shear connectors, and to study the performance of beams which conta,irr" the·
number of connectors prescribed by this criterion. Test members for the
program were designed and tested in such a manner that a careful study of
the ultimate strength of members could be made.
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Test data from this investigation were ,e..'\Zalua..ted,.~,using~,;re,f.inement.s
of ,simple elastic the ory which take into account .-4.he."".i.ncomp..lete "in.ter.ac.tion
between the concrete slab and the steel beam, Tb..e~.. ,the"o,ry,,:o,f, .inco.rnple,te
3interaction developed at the University of Illinoi.s:w,as ..u~ed, in this, studyo.
The concept of incomplete interaction was found ,to ",be.., ,a, ,:valuable, ..rese.arch,
tool in evaluating the effect of slip between th.e.,·concx.e\te, .. s.lab_~nd t.he
steel beam within the elastic region of the load,~,deflac.tion. .curve,o ...Howe:v:er." .'
the application of this theory did not reveal any "c.onv:.enie,nt.~des.ign,"rll.le
regarding min~fuum shear connector requirements.
Shear connector requi~ements were then considered with re.gard to
the ultimate strength' of the members. It· was found "that .there..was a rela~
tionship between the strength of the shear connection, and... the .potential
. ~.
ultimata flexural capacity· 'of' the:":.membe,r',. ',Th,~ method 0,£ calculation of the
ultimate strength of c,Qmposite beams ;is not new, but the use of this approach
for the design of sh~ar connectors w~sdeveloped in the research program
described in this paper.
In addition to the test data obtained from the beam tests in this
~'program, the ultimate strengths of members tested by other. investigators
have been considered in order to present additional data subs~antiating the
conclusions reached. None of the conclusions resulting from this inves-
tigation pertain to member£ 'encased in concrete where horizontal shear stresses
are resisted by bond and friction between concrete and steelo
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2.1 BEAM TESTS
-4
The experimental work of this investigation consisted of testing
twelve simple span composite beams of 15 ft. span, one. two~s~an continuous
beam also having 15 ft~ spans, and nine pushout specimens. All beam
specimens consisted of a 12 ~ 27 beam connected to a concrete slab 4 in.
thick by 4 ft. wide with some type of shear connection between the concrete
and steel. In two beams, the shear connection consisted only of the
natural bond between the two materials. The concrete had been poured
aga~nst the new steel beams without any treatment of the steel surfaceo
The other beams had mechanical shear connectors welded to the top flange
of the steel beams. In these members the concrete was also poured against
the new steel beams without any preparation of the steel surface.
Details of the twelve simple beams, designa~ed Bl through BIZ and
of the one continuous beam designated B13, are given in Fig. ~o The mesh
i~ the concrete slabs of all members was one layer of style 6 by 6 - 14/#4
welded wire fabric at mid-depth of the slab. Ad~itional transverse slab
reinforcement consisting of #5 bars spaced 6 inches on center was added
in specimens B7 th~ough B13 near midspan tp prevent the concrete slab from
qeveloping a longitudinal crack on the top surface of the slab along the
center of the member. Such a crack had been observed during the testing
of beams B3 through B6 at loadings of approximately 90 percent of ultimate
moment.
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The arrangement of shear connectors for the members of this pro-
gram is given in Fig. 2. Beams Bl and B2 were without connectors. ,Beams
B3, B4, B6, B7, B8, BIG and BII contained "L" shap.e.d bent studs spaced as
shown in the first illustration in Fig. 2. B5 contained channe,l connectors
spaced as .shown in the second illustration; B9 con,taine.d ,headed studs spaced
as shown in the third tllustration. The spacing of !IL" shaped bent stud
connector in members BIZ and Bl3 was variable as sh,own in the last two
illustrations of Fig. 2.
Additional information ab'out the thirteen beams of this investi'"
gation along with some essential details of beams tested by other investi-
gators is given in Table 1. The information contained in Table 1 pertains
to the cross section of the member and was used in the calculations for this
report. The first column of the Table contains the designation of the
specimen which will be used throughout this report. The second column
contains a reference number for the source of the data which is summarized
in this report; members which were tested as part of this investigation
are indicated by an asterisk in the reference column. The third column
gives the test span of each member, Information on the properties of the
steel member, namely cross section, yield point of the flange material,
and yield point of the web material, is to be found in the fourth, fifth,
and sixth columns of Table 1. The static yield point is given for specimens
Bl thro\1gh B13; for other specimens, values which were reporte·dby t"he in-
vestigators are shown~· The last two columns of Table 1 give ~the dimensions
of the concrete slab and the cylinder strength of the concrete; All speci-
mens listed in Table 1 were tested when the slab was between 28 and 71 days
oldo The cylinders were tested within a few days of the beam tests~
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A brief description of the shear connection of the test beams
-6
listed in Table 1 is contained in Table 2" The first column of the tables
gives the beam designation" The second, third, and fourth columns depcribe
the type and size of the connectors" The fifth column shows the width of
channel connectors, the number of stud connectors used in each row, and
the number of spirals 0 The sixth column gives the .. longi tudinal spacing of
connectors for beams with uniform spacing; for beams. with variable spacing,
the reader is referred to Fig" 2 and to the original test reports referenced
in Table I" The y~eld and ultimat~ strengths of the connector steel are
listed in the last two columns of Table 2. Yield strengths at 002 percent
offset are listed for Beams B3 through B13; for other specimens, values
reported by the investigators are shown 0 The strength data for channel
connectors were obtained by tests of web coupons cut perpendicular to the-
direction of rolling"
Several different loading conditions were used in the various
tests to which reference is made in this reporto To avoid confusion in
discussing individual tests, a symbol designation was assigned to each
different loading conditiono These designations and the corresponding
loading conditions are given in Fig" 3~ For instance, the testing
•
condition designated as T4 stands for any simple span test in which two
equal concentrated loads were placed 18 inches on either'side of the center-
line of the span" Throughout the report, beam tests are referred to by a
designation which includes the specimen number from the first column of
Table 1 and the loading condition designation of Figo 30 Many of the beams'
in this investigation were tested several times using differ~nt loading
conditions" This method of testing was also used in another investigation
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conducted at Lehigh University, 4 and therefore it isnecess.ary .to refer to
the loading condition in discussing these beam testSg
The results of the beam tests are summar.i.zed".in .. ,Table ,3,g The .first
column of the table lists the beam number and the".tes-t ..des.ignation describe.d
in the previous paragraphg All of the members cons.ide,red, in, this,' report
were tested to ultimate load, and some of the memhers were tested beyond
ultimate load until actual failure of the member ...took. p.lace.g, ,The second
column of Table 3 indicates which tests we.re carrie,d to. f,ailure of the
member and which tests were stopped prior to actual failureg The type of
failure is indicated in this column for test\s' tqhich were .carried to de-
structiono The maximum applied load P for each test is given in the third,
column; and the load P is defined in Figo 2 0 The maximum applied test
moment which includes dead load moment is given for each test in the fourth
columno The fifth and sixth columns of this table contain theoretical
bending moment capacities 0 The moment M , given in the fifth column, is
u
the theoretical ultimate bending moment capacity assuming that the bending
strength is not reduced by a weak shear connectiono The moment Mf , given
u
in the sixth column, is the ultimate bending moment capacity based on the
actual shear connector strengtho Where no value for M' appears in the
u
table, it can be assumed that the shear connection is sufficiently strong
so that the bending mom~nt capacity is not reduced below M c The theory
u
for determination of these que;t,ntities will be presented later in the reportg
The apparent maximum force pe't', shear connector is given for each
test in the seventh column of Table 30 The values in this column we~e
determined by. dividing the apparent compressive force in the concrete slab
by the number of shear connectors in the shear spano The apparent
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compressive force in the concrete slab was determined from ,a curve of com-
pressive force versus applied bending moment deri:v.ad ,from,. theo.t:e.ti.cal con-,
siderations based upon the assumption that an adeq-qate·,number';of .shear
conn~ctor~ were provided in the member II The actual, ,.value of. the. compressiv:e
force is not known because no accurate measurement of the force was made"
The effect of an inadequate number of shear connec.tors ·on the.. ,magnitude of
the compresive force in the concrete slab will be analyzed in a subsequent
section of this report" The maximum end slip given in the last column of
Table 3 is the largest slip between the concrete slab and steel beam
measured at the ends of the beam during any one test~ Generally the
largest slip occurred at the expansion end of a test member because of
the tendency for any horizontal component of the loading jacks to cause
additional deformation at the expansion end of the member.
Two of the members in this investigation were loaded by suspending
the loads by hangers from the steel beam thus eliminating any friction
force in the shear connection due to applied loads~ The beams which were
loaded in this manner were Bl and B4; and, as indicated in Fig, 3, the
loading condition for these members is designated by the addition of the
,letter "8" at the end of the designation"
The procedu~e for each test of this investigation was to load the
beam to working load in several increments and unload to zeroo Working
load was arbitrarily taken as half of the predicted ultimate load~ The
load was then cycled ten times between working load and zero to be sure
that bond was broken. This procedure was used even on the second and third
test of the same member q The member was then loaded to maximum load with
unloading to observe recovery at a few points in some of the.. tests ~ At
loads near the maximum, the deflection was held .co.ns"tant. and the,.lo.ad..al.lowed
to drop to a stable value prior to taking readings 0
It has been pointed out that some of the, thir.te,en members we.re
tested several times 0 The procedure in these tes,ts .. wa-s~ ,'to, .. ,load. the' member,
up to a point at which strains on the top of the concr.ete. s-lab,' "at 'mi~lspan, ~
reached a value which indicated that crushing of .theconcretewas, imminent.Ol
Then the member was unloaded and loaded again with.. ,. the lo,ad poin,ts spr.ead
further apart,. The ultimate momen't. can only be detarmined for the last..
test of a beam because there is no method available to de:termine what per~
centage of th~ ultimate moment was reached in tests other than the la"st
test performed on a beamo Also, it is not known to what exten~ previous
loadings may have changed the ult,imate test moment from that which would
have been attained if the previous tests were ornitted o However, it is
believed that the results for ultimate applied momeI1:t obtained in these
tests are somewhat conservative 0
1;he moment-deflection curves of b~eams Bl through "B6 c'"are c"given· in
Fig~·4 and the corresponding curves ~or beams B7 through B12 Are given
in Fig p 50 In Figu 4 and Figo 5 the applied moment-divided by theoretical
ultimate moment is plotted as ordinate ~nd deflection is plotted as abscissau
All of th,e teats. of each member are plotted 'with th~ original zero live
load deflection used as the reference for plotting all deflectionsu
The instrumentation used in the beam tests consisted of a pendulum
dynamometer which was used to measure the applied loads, dial_indicators
which were used to measure deflections and slip between slab and beam at
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various points along the span, and electrical res,i-s~tance strain...gage.s which
were used to measure strains in the steel and canc.r:ete ,at,mi.d~p-an.,,,,, Loads
on connectors were not measured d,irectly because ~t,h-e,., .ins,ta1.1ation of any
type of strain measuring device. o,n a connector aI.cers ,the .,load"carr,ied .by-
th~t connector,. Therefore, apparent connector fo.r,ce.s., were, _calculate.d.~as
previously explained.
2.2 PUSHOUT TESTS
Since the load per cannec'tor ,'cannot be measured directly in a
beam test, investigators have used pushout tests to evaluate the 'properties
of connectors themselves. The type of pushout teit specimen used in this
program is shown in Fig. 6. These specimens were loaded to ultimate in
inc~ements, and s~ip between slab and beam was measured at points opposite
each connector in the speci~en" This test gives a~ experimental load-slip
curve and '~an average measured value of the ultimate strength of the con-
nector.
It can be argued that the loading on a connector in a pushout
specimen is not identical to the loading in a beam because of the presence
of direct stresses due to bending in the slab of the beam. The ultimate
strength of connectors can n~vertheless be evaluated from carefully con-
ducted pushout tests if th~ 'Sp~eimens ar~ also carefully designed and con-
structed. Nine pushout tests were made in this investigation and were
used, along with many more test results obtained in other investigations,
to establish the ultimate. strength of connectors. Of the nine pushol,lt tests,
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data is reported from only five tests which we-re c-onsidered valid. Ec-
centricity of loading and insufficient slab reinforcement caused the test
results on four specimens to be far below the aver~ge result-s obtained .by
other investigators. For this reason, these tests. are not included in the
summary of data presented in this report.
The test results on the ultimate strength of stud, channel, and
spiral shear connectors obtained by various investigators from pushout
and beam tests are given in Table 4, Table 4 is divided into three parts:
Table 4'a which contains the results of stud shear connector tests, Table
4b which contains the results of spiral connector tests, and Table 4c
which contains the results of channel connector tests. The first and
second columns of these three tables give the specimen designation and
reference number of the source of data.
Table 4a gives the type of the stud connector in the third column,
the size of the shea~ connectors in the fourth and fifth columns, and the
type of specimen in the sixth column. In the third column, the term
"bent" stud is used to refer to the "L" shaped type of connector having a
horizontal leg approximately 1-3/4 inches in length for 1/2" diameter
connectors. The type of failure which occurred in the test is indicated
in the seventh column. The designation in this column refers to the
£oo~note of Table 3. The eighth column conta,ins q , the ultimate strength
u
of the shear connectors. In the case of beam tests, qu is the apparent
connector force whereas in the case of pushout tests is a measured value a'~ qu
The last column cont~ins the maximum slip measured prior to connector
failure.
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Table 4b gives the spiral diameter in theth.ird column; the over-
all height of the spiral is given in the fourthco.lumn. The ty.pe of test
is given in the fifth column and the type of failure (hable 3) is given
in the sixth column. The last two columns contain q. in kips per turn of
-. u
spiral and the maximum end slip.
Table 4c gives the size of channel shear connector in the third
and fourth coluD1-us, the type of test in the fifth column, and the type of
failure in the sixth column. The ultimate strength of the connector in
terms of the load per inch width of connector is given in the last column.
The conc~ete strength at the time of test is given for each push-
out test specimen in Table 5. The tensile yield and ultimate strengths of
the connector steel are listed in the last two columns of Table 5. Fo.r
specimens PI, P4, P5, P6 and P8 the yield strength at 0.2 percent off~et
is given, and for specimen P2 the static yield point of the web transverse
to the direction of rolling is given .. For all other specimens, Table 5
shows values reported by the investigators ..
279.15A
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A D E QUA T E SHEA Reo NNE C T I ,0 N
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Temporarily it is assumed that a composite, ,beam can be constructed
which will fail in flexure, and that a sufficient number of shear connectors
can be provided such that the flexural strength is not reduced by failure
or deformation of shear connectors. Later in this report the question of
shear connector strength is treated lJ The term f1 a dequate 1l shear connector
strength is used to refer to those beams which have a-sufficient number of
connectors such that the maximum possible flexural strength is attainedlJ
In this section of the report the term "adequate" will be used as a qual-
itative term, but in a subsequent section this term will be defined quan-
titatively~
The static ultimate strength of a composite beam may be determined
from a simplified stress distribution which is familiar to most engineers.
This stress distribution was presented in the "Explanation of Tentative
2Recommendations" of the first ASCE ...ACI Committee on 'Composite Construc,tion',
except that here two distinct cases are consideredu The stress distributions
for the two cases are shown in Figu 7. Case I corresponds exactly to the
stress distribution suggested by the Joint Committee .and is .dis.tinguished
by having the neutral axis at ultimate load within the concrete slab.
Case II beams are distinguished by having the neutral axis at ultimate
load within the steel beamu Case II occurs only rarely in practice and is
mainly of academic interest. None of the members considered in this
279.l5A
investigation were Case II members, and the applica.bili,ty of some 0.£ the
conclusions reached in this report to Case II memb,er,s ,rna-y b;e, open to
question.
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In If,ig. 7 f~ is the 28-day conere te streng.th when using this stress
distribution in design, but in this report it is .~the ,es,timated concrete
strength at the time of testing (Table l). Other, sy.robols used .in Fig. 7
are Fy which is the actual yield strength of the ,&1:e,e1'7 (Table 1.) and "a tt
which is the depth of the compressive stress block in the concrete slab Q
The width and thickness of the slab are band t, and the depth of the steel
beam is d. The total compressive force in the concrete slab is designated
by C and the total tensile force in the steel beam is T. Any compressive
I
force which may exist in the steel beam is designated by C. The moment
I I
arms from T to C and from T to Care e and e respectively.
Fig. 7 and the equations for calculation of ultimate moment which
follow apply to symmetrical beams in which the concrete slab is poured
directly on top of the top flange of the steel section.
Case I: C = 0.85£1 ba (1 )
c
T = A f (2)
s y
C = T
A f
s y (3)a = 0.85f ' c
c
d a (4 )e = = t -2 2
T Cd a) (5 )M = = A f y '2·+ t -u e s .,2 ';,
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Case ·II: C = 0.85 f' btc
T = C + C'
'T + t" -- A fC,
s y
C l'· A f -" 0,85 £' bt
= s ,:y c
2
M = C e + C' e'
u
(6 )
(7 )
(8)
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In these equations M is the ultimate moment f\'rid.A is the total area of the
1.1:' ' s
steel section~ For Case II beams, the val~es of e and e' are dependent
upon the geometry of the steel cross section, and, cannot be expressed as
simply as the value of e for Case I. Equations for haunched beams may be
derived assuming the same plastic state of stress in concrete and steel as
shown in Fig. 7.
The assumption that the concrete has no tensile strength was
made in the derivation of Eq. 1 through Eq. 80 Hence at sections where
negative moment occurs, only the steel membe~ plus the slab reinforcing
steel are considered. If slab steel is neglected, th~ ultimate moment
of the section reduces to the plastic moment of the steel member 0
In previous investigations, the performance of composite beams
has been evaluated ?n the basis 9£ the amount of slip between slab and
beam~ Theory has been developed whereby the effect of slip ort stresses
and deflections can be determined within the elastic reg:i,orir Obviously
this theory is only" valid as" long as the stress in the steel beam is below
the yield stress and the stress in the concrete is well below the com-
pressive strength. At the same time, the load per,· shear connector is
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relatively low, and the load versus slip curve of, ..the" she.ar.co.nne.ctor ,may
be considered linear.
T~pLcal load-slip curves obtained from two of the pushout tests of
this program are shown in Fig. 8. For specimens.._<E5"".and.,P6.,.-.the. av.er.age
load per connector is plotted on the vertical axis with the, average slip.
plotted on the horizontal axis. It will be noti.c.e.d·,,·tha.,t the, two -curves
are identical at low loa-ds, but the two diverge at higher loads. The
design load based upon the' Recommendations of the, ,Joint AS,CE-AC,I Committee 2
is indicated to show the portion of the load-slip 'cu,rve with which one is
concerned with in elastic design.
~n .considering the ultimate strength of a corri~osite beam, the
nonlinear character of the load-slip curve cannot be·disregard~d. However,
any analysis in the plastic range that also considers th$ nonlinearity of
the load-slip curves is necessarily ~comp'licated and suitable:: otily for
12
research purposes. On the other hand, the computation of ~he ultimate
moment on the basis of the plastic stress distribution in Fig. 7 is simple
Thus a design of the shear connection that assures the development of the
plastic stress 4istribution not only leads to full utilization of, the~beam
section but also results int a simple design procedurell
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4 . U L T' I .MAT EST R', E .N G THO f SHE. ARC ,0 N.'N,' ,'R C' T ,0 R S
I .'.'
I.
In order for the state of stress of Fig.,. 7 -, to. exist, _eguilibrium
must be satisfied with respect ,to the concrete sla,h "hetween the.points of
maximum moment and zero moment. The minimum shear connector requirement is
thus defined by considering a free body of a portion, -of "the c.oncrete slab
between the cross section at ultimate moment and the· end of the-member as
shown in Fig. 9. The force C in the concrete slab, is res.isted by the force._~
~q or the sum of the ultimate strengths of the shear connectors in the
u
length of slab L. Whereas the amount of slip at ultimate' load may in-
s
fluence the mangitude of the deflection at'which ultimate moment occurs,
slip does not affect the mag*tt~de of the~ultimat~ moment unless it were
to decrease the load per connector. If- one refers aga~n to Fig. 8, it ap~
pears from these curves that the load per connector increase~ as the sliP
inc1;"eases up to failure. This is generally true for all mechanical con-
nectars. Ther~fore, the magnitude of slip ,will not teduce the ultimate'
moment provided that (1) the equilibrium condi tion is' s.atisfied, anq
~:
, i
(2) the magnitude of slip is no greater th~n the lowest value' of slip at
which an individual connector might fail.
The free body diagram of Fig. 9 also provides a me,anS, of deter-
r
mining the force on a shear connector in a beam at ultimate load when the
member has more than/the minimum number of shear connectors required for
e~l.ltlibrium. When the mem,ber has less than the minimum required -for
equilibrium, it is assumed that the connectors'reach their ultimate load
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and the stress dist:t;ibution in the beam becorres di.ffer~nt. than that shown
in'Fig. 7. The information required to establish ..a shear connector re-
quirement .at ultimate moment is the values of q for. -various ,types of
u
connectors, and the knowledge of whether or not the·, load~slip, eU,rve ,of
the connector is of the type shown in Fig. 8 so that ,a considerable amount
of deformation is required to cause failure of the connector.
Even though previous investig'at-ions were "not concerned with the
ultimate strength of- shear connectors, much'reliable data on this'.property
was produced by their work. Pushout test data was more readily available
than beam test data because beam tests of members with approximately the
minimum number of connectors had not been made.
The performance of shear connectors in pushout test specimens
and beam specimens is similar, but there are some basic differences which
affect the test r~sults and the reliability of test data. These differ-
ences in shear connector performance may be summed up as follows:
1. Direct stress which exists in the concrete slab of a beam
is absent in pushout specimens. The direct stress tends
to reduce the possibility of tensile faiiure of the slab Q
2. The stress distribution in the slab of a pushout specim~n
causes slabs to peel away from the steel section at the
top of the specimen. This does not Qccur in a beam because
of the long line of connectors under load and the curvature
of the member.
3. Eccentricity of loading which can occur in pushout specimens
either because of slight errors ·in fabrication of the speci-
mem or non-uniformity of the concrete often results in low
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As a result of considering all test results as valid in the early
stages of this investigation, the conclusion was reached that connectors
have a higher ultimate strength in beams than in pushout specimens 0 Care·
ful study of testing techniques, test specimens, and corresponding test
results led to a modification of this conclusion.. The present point of
view is that the higher test results obtained from pushout ,tests are
satisfactory but conservative approximations of the ultimate strength of
shear connectors in beams.
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A value of the ultimate strength of connectors can be determined
in a beam test only if the member contains precisely the minimum number
of connectors required to develop ultimate moment 0 This number of con-
nectars was not known when the test program was p,l.anned" __and therefore
relatively few data points for the ultimate strength of shear connectors
were obtained from the tests of twelve beams 0 However, the points obtained
from beam tests were considered as highly significant in establishing
ultimate strength values of connectors 0
The data on ultimate strength of stud shear connectors is plotted
in Fig. 10. Shear stress on the connector is plotted as the ordinate and
If' is plotted as the abscissa. All of the data contained in Table 4a is
c
plotted in Fig. 10. The curve which is fitted to the test results is
somewhat arbitrary, and future research may result in a better curve.
This curve best fits test results where the concrete strength was less·
than 4000 psi, and the curve is not intended to be used for concrete
strengths higher than 4000 psi.
This curve is of the form previously used in the evaluation of shear
The equation of the curve in Fig. 10 is
q = 930 d2
u s
(9)
connector data in which the load per connector is proportional to the
square root of the concrete strength~
the shear connector.
In Eq~ 9, d is the diameter of
s
The curve for stud connectors was taken as the upper limit of
pushout test results because the only mode of failure of this type of
279.15A
connector in beams appears to be fracture of the stud pr.ov.ide.d that ,the,
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welds are satisfactory and the connectors are no.t lar.ger. than. ,7/8, ,inch in
diameter. The beam test results plotted in Fig.""1,O,.,,fal1",both .. ab,Qve.,and,.
below the curve. However, those results below the,.,cur~\re".a,re onl,y g,lightly
lower than the curve, and,- as will~' be shown in the, ,next, secti-on of the
report, a slightly weak shear c.onnection does no..t,.-r.e.duce the,' ,ultimate
strength of a member by a significant amount.
Th-e ultimate strength of spiral connectors was dete_rmined in a
similar manner as for stud connect'ors. ,Availahle',test results .. given in
Table 4b a're plotted in Figo 11 ancl an empirical f.ormula for the ultimate
strength of one turn of spiral is given as:
4
8000 d ffl
's c
(~O)
This formula is of the same form as used for spiral connectors in elastic
design .
. Channel connectors are trea,ted by an empirical approach using a
formula similar to the familiar elastic design formula for allowable
load on this type of connector. Data points are given in Table 4c and
plotted in Fig. 12., The formula written for ultimate strength of one
connector becomes:
q = 550 (h + O.St) w Ifl
u C
(11)
where h is the average flange thickness, t is the web thickness, 'andw
is the length of channel 0
~e ~1ues given in the 1961 AISC SpecificationS are indicated
by the dashed lines in Figs. 10, 11 and 12. The dashed lines were obtained
using a factor of 2.5 with respect to the ultimate values.
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5 0 AN A L Y SIS OF B E AM TE S T S
The importance of bond and friction int'L,ansmit,ting,shear forces
was first evaluated by testing two beams, designa,ted. Bl, ..and B2., ,whic-h had
no shear connectors. In both specimens shrinkage of the concrete caused
bond failure and the only shear force acting was due to fric~ion caused
by lo~ds on the top flangeg The load-deflection curves for these two
specimens' are shown in Fig., 4. Loads w~re suspended from the steel beam
:til ~pecimne Bl, a~d only the 4ead weight of the concrete was, availa'ble: 'to
produce frictional shear forces along the top flan~e of the steel be~mo
Complete separation except at th~ ends of the member took place at a
relatively low load and the test was discontinued. In speci~n B2, the
test load was applied on tOl? of the member in th~ us~al manner and larger
frictional forces Ylere developed". 'Th~se frictional forces incre~sed the
ultimate moment of specimen B2 by approximately 7% above the plastic
moment of the steel beam. Thts amount of shear transfer was assumed to be
negligtble in the analysis:of beam 'test results q
It was assumed that st~p which is the basis of elastic analysis
could be ignored in ~ltimate Strength Analysis. ~herefore, it is not
necessary to, consider whether or not the interaction between the steel
beam a~d the concrete -slab is complete or incomplete as defined in the
literature on elastic analysis~ To avoid confusionlwith elastic analysis
279.l5A
the terms "adequate ll and "inadequate" were adopt.ed....to r.efe.r to the shear
connection. The shear connection is said to be ~'.ade,quatel1 if the sum of
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the ultimate strengths of the shear connectors in"."the ...she..ar, s.pan is e.qual',
to or greater than the maximum compressive. force ,in..the slaba.t the secti,o.-n
of maximum moment, or stated by formula:
~q '5 c
u
(12)
The term "inade'quate" is used whenever the sum of .theultimate strengths
of the shear connectors is less than the maximum ..compressive force in the
slab, or stated by formula:
~q '< .C
u
(13)
All a~ailable test results of composite beams were evaluated
using. Equations 12 and 13. These results are plotted in Fig. 13 with the
maximum test moment M divided by the theoretical ultimate moment M as
u
ordinate and the sum of the ultimate strength of connectors ~q divided
u
by the compressive force in the slab C as abscissa. The data plotted in
Fig. 13 is given in Table 6.
and 11.
The value of q was computed by Eqso 9, 10
u
is attainedi The points plo~ted in Fig. 13 include tests with all three
types of connectors. This clearly shows that the minimum shear connector
requirement is ~q = C for any composite beam, and tha't this requirement
u
i$ dependent only upon the ultimate strength of the shear connectors 0
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WIT H I N A D E QUA r E CON N E C,T·O R S
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It is possible to write an empirical equation of the sloping line
in the left portion of Fig" 13 which would give a _"go-O,d ,approximation for
the ultimate strength of members with inadequate shear connectors as
follows:
M/M =
u
~q + 2C
u (14)
This equation helps to evaluate the effect of a weak shear connection upon
th~ ultimate strength of a membe~~ However, this equation can not be ex-.
tended to all composite sections, and a more basic understanding of this
problem is necessary ..
In tests of members with inadequate shear connectors, it was ob~
served that generally connectors failed only after the maximum moment had
been attained ,,' Typical strain measurements made on two members are shown
in Fig" 14.. Compared in Fig .. 14 are identical members except that member
B3 had slightly less than adequate connectors while B6 had approximately
half the adequate number" An examination of the strain distribution
diagrams shows that in both beams slip was present between the slab and
the beamo However, while in B3 the full steel section was stressed in
tension, in B6 the top flange was in compression.
A theory for the calculation of the maximum bending strength,
when shear connectors are inadequate, referred to as modified ultimate
279.15A
strength M' was developed and was found to be in....,agre,emen.t,.w..ith".te,st re-
u
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sul~;s. This theory is based upon the stress distr,i.bu.tio.nshown.,i-n,F.ig.. 15.
From the pr,evious discussion, it is obvious that,....thecompr,essive force in
the slab cannot, exceed the sum of the ultimate str,e,ngths of ,the shear
connectors. Equilibrium of the ,horizontal £orces,,".is.estab,l,i,shed "as in .
Case'II 0.£ "Fig. 7 assuming that the steel is stressed to F....both in
,y
tension and in compression. The modified ultimate, moment .may"then be, c.al.-
culated by th~ followi~g formulas:
C' = ~;qu
L:q
:::;: _r".~"U »--a O'~ SSt' '~b'
c
A F -: Eq
C l S y'
,U
=
2
M' ee + Clef
u
(15 )
(16 )
(17 )
(18)
The value~ of e and e' must be determined by considering the geometry of
the section.,
rhe value of M"has been calculated for the test members havingU . .
inadequate shear connectors and is given in Table 3. The quantity MIMI
u
or maximum test moment divided by the modified ultimate strength for
each memper is given in Table 6. The test results considered from the
point of view of MIMI instead of M/M show better agreement with theory~
u u
For many of the members M/M' was less than 1.0. The following
,u
reasons are offered to explain this:
1. Members B3, B6, B7, B8 and B9 were tested several
times and cumulative damage from previous tests
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may have reduced the strength of", ,the., b-eamv,.in the
final test.
2. Because of the scatter in the te.st.r.e.sul,ts for
ultimate strength of connectors""the ,value.. as.sume.d
fOl=" a test member .may have been ,too,.lar.g,e~...
3. No allowance was made "for the fac,t, that so-me of
the connectors may have been inferior or previously
damaged.
4. Connector failure may have been .premature because
of cracks in the concrete slab prodllc~d in previous
tests and yielding throughout the depth of the steel
beam,may not have taken place prior to connector
failure.
5. The percentage of reinforcing steel in the slab
influences crack width and also connector strength.
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The above remarks pertain only to members having concentrated applied
loads. Members BIG, Bil and BIZ will be treated separately because of the
type of loading which approximates uniform loading.
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7. B·E. A M S WIT HUN I FOR M._.,L·O ADS
Members BIG, BII, and BIZ were constructen..,.and .te$:ted with five
equal concentrated loads to investigate the a,±tuatio.n, with. ,:t;egard to shea.r
connectors at ultimate load when the loading cond.ition.,app.roache,s the
condition of uniform loading. In the other nine, simple s,pa.n members of
this investigation, the shear was uniform from load, point to the support.
Therefore, both the elastic approach and the ultimate load approach would
dictate that the connectors,· should be spaced uniformly between load point
and support.
If a beam with uniform loadini is considered, the elastic approach
requires a v~riable spacing of connectors because the horizontal shear
per inch is de~ermined ~y the equation:"
v ~ VQ/I
where v is the horizontal shear per unit length, V is the total applied
shear, Q is the statical moment of the transformed area of the slab, and
I is the moment of inertia of the composite section.
If the ultimate moment condition is considered in a beam with
unifprm loading, there is no required method of spacing of the connectors,
and presumably uniform spacing is still satisfactory. This assumes that
the shear connection can deform sufficiently so that each connector can
carry approximately equal load and that this amount of deformation will
not reduce the flexural streng~h of the beam.
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In order to test the validity of this ,hypothesis with ,regardt~
uniform spacing of connectors with uniform 1.oading." on the. bea.m,,~, beamsl.B1Q.,
BII, and :B12 were included in the program. Beams-.BIO".and .B.1I,.had" ·uniformly
spaced connectors while beam BIZ had an equal numb-e,.r.~.of. ,conne.cto.rs ~'p.aced ".
in accordance with elastic theory. All three beams were te~ted,with loading
condition T13. The number of shear connectors pr,ovide.d,f,or these mernh.ers
resulted in the connector strength being less than,."adequate with the, ratio ..
of ~qu/C equal to 0.888.
The moment-deflection curves for all three beams areplo~ted in
Fig. 16. All three beams exhibit the same characteristic curve with an
extended flat portion in which the load remains nearly. constant for large
increases in deflection. Although the curve for B1Z with the variable
connector spacing is slightly above .the other two curves, the difference
in the cutves is of no practical importance. It woulq. ~ee~ from these
tests, that the manner of spacing connectors·for unifor~ loading is not
importc';1ut as fari as the u1 tima te s'trength of, th,Ei fuember is concerned.
j !
The maximum applied moment on members, BIG, Bll, and BIZ was
95.6, 94~4 and 96~~ percent of the modified ultimate strength for these.'
members'. Even though shear conneC,for 'fa:ilure'. occurred in all three members
it is 'shown by these tests that the ductility of the connectors is great
enough for development of the required moment.'" It is :alsocwo,rthyof note,
that the theory for the determination of modified ultimate strength is
also supported by these test results.
It is possible to conceive of loading conditions of a more
extreme nature where a combination of uniform loading and concentrated
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loading are found on the same member. IIi. this ca,s.e, theunifo,rm spacin,g ,,0,£
connectors between mid~pan and the' support might.",place. to,o ,- sever.e, a.,demand
upon the ductility of the shear ,connectors. In ,th..is.,-cas,~" .it ·W,Q,U,ld, be beist
to recall that even though unifot"'m spacing of connac..to.r.s ,.was.'satis.fac_tory.. "..-
for the loading con¢ition T13, the spacing of she.al;.,connector,s, in ..accordanc.e
with the shear diagram yielded elightly better re,s,ul,t,·,g',,-., X"n._a".s,i~tuationwhe.re
the loading condition may be more severe than uni,fDJ:m.load.i.ng" it would bee
adv:j..sable for the designer to exercise good engineering judgment and con-
sider spacing' connectors in a manner resembling e.la.stic design spacing
requirements, However, the spacing can be simplified .to,~two, r.egions of
different but uniform spacing of connectors.
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Previously, investigators have been greatly concerned about the,
effect of slip on the completeness of interaction,..he,tween slab_and beam.
This factor has been ignored in the present invea~igation,in considering
the ultimate strength of members. The maximum s1.ip .. measured .at the end
of the beam will be used in the illustrations which follow to show that
slip is not a' significant parameter when considering "the,. ultimate strength
of members, if a sufficient number of connectors have been provideda In
Fig. 14, it will be noticed that a rather large strain discontinuity exists
at the boundary between slab and beam. It is obvious that this strain
discontinuity is larger for test B6-T2 than for test B3-!la In both cases
the strain discontinuity is casued by slip. The stress distribution
picture is different for the two beams mainly because the shear connectors
in test B6-~2 are not strong enough to fully develop the required com-
pressive force in the slab. The larger slip values in B6-T2 result from the
fact that the 'connectors are stressed higher at lower ,moments in order
to maintain a state of equilibrium at the boundary.
A careful record of slip was made fo~ the three members BIG, Bll,
and B12,. Maximum end slip for these members is plotted as abscissa in
Fig. 17 with qpplied moment divided by theoretical ultimate moment plotted
as ordinate. The curves for these members with midspan deflection instead
of slip plotted as abscissa nearly coincided. However, there is a con-
sid~rable' difference in Fig a 17 between the curve for BI2 and the curve
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for BIG and BII. At M/M of 0.80 the maximum end~,li.p "for, "membersBIO ,and
u
BII is nearly three times the value of B12. Howe.,v.e.,r-,.-,",aL":a.,,h.igher.,~oad.-the.
connector forces in the three members become redi..atJ:ibut..e.d",".and,the, slip,-..., ,
of the three members becomes more nearly equal;. Th,is .i,a, s,omewha.t."analgous,
to the redi'stribution of load which takes place in...~,a,rive.t.e.d,.jo.int after
yielding of the rivets occurs. This further illus,tr,a-tes .that the spacing.,.
of connectors :need not be in" accordance ,with the .shear .d~agram.
To f~rther illustrate that slip is not an,.,i,mp..ortant :t;~ctor at
u~timate load, consider the load versus maximum end slip curves of members
BI, 1311, and BIll given in Fig. 18. In Fig. 18 the maximum end slip is
plotted as abscissa and the applied moment ,divided by the theoretical
ultimate moment is plotted ~s ordinate~ ,All three of these members are
id~ntical in cro&g~Section, tortcr~te'itrength, and loading condition.
The members differed only in the number of shear connectors in the shear
span although all members had: more than adequate sh~ar connectors" It
will be noticed that all three members reached the'theoretica1 ultimate
strength. However, the maximum end slip of the member with the least
number of connectors was approximately four times the maxi~um slip of the
member with the most connectors, It should also be noted that the'total
amount of slip shown, up to abou~ 60% of ultimate moment in both Figs. 17
and 18, is less than 0.02 inch. This is less th~n twice the thickness of
the lette'r til" on this page, an amount which ,'.ca'nno.t: be considered as
disas'trous structural damage. The engineer need n6t pay any attention
to this because it would not affect the strength of thebeamo The slip
at working load in a non-composite beam could be ten times this amount.
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The midspan deflection is plotted as ab,sc.i.s,sa.."for the sa-me·,
members BI, BII" arid :8111 in Fig. 19 with the app.l.ie.d ,-mome,nt, ,rd.iv,ided. by
the theoretical ultimate moment as ordinate. The" ~ three '.momentve.rsus
deflection curves nearly coincide throughout the ,.",,~o.a.ding.,,rang,e..,and in ,fad
do coincide at loads near ultimate. J:his further, <>il,lus,tr.a,tes that slip
does no~. affect the magnitude of the ultimate momen,t.for Cas,~ ,r. ,peams
provided that the number of shear connectors is ade.quate.. Wh,ether or nat
this same statement can be made with regard to me~rs-.iwiith.."inadaq.uater.
shear connectors or where the vertical axis at ultimate.~s in the slah
(Case II beams) has not been conclusiv~ly shown.
The problem of slip and incomplete interaction must still be
considered within the working load region of the load-deflection curve.
It must be assured that the deflection of the beams provided with the
recommended minimum number ,of shear connectors will not be sub~ta~tially
more than the deflection which the designer calculates assuming complete
int~rctctibn. For ,the purposes of comparison of deflections, the working
l~ad~.wil1 not be substantially more than the deflection which the designer
calci~latss assuming complete interaction. For ,the purposes of comparison
of daflections, the working load will'be defined with respec~ to the
ultimate strength of members for convenience in presenting data. ,As a
part of this investigation, the authors studied the available test data
for the purpose of recommending a suitable load factor for ultimate
strength design of composit~. beams. A factor of 2.00 was considered
satisfactory for Case I beams. A careful study of the load~deflection
curves in Figs 3 and 4 will ,reveal to the reader that such a loa:.dt' factor
would insure th~t f01:" all member~ tested the working load would be on
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the linear portion of the load-deflection curvei£~.ade.quate,shear. connectors
were provided.
Data on deflections of the beams at working ,load, are,.given in
Table 7. Comp lete data was available only for the.. .beams ,of this p.rog.ram,.,
In Table 7, the f{rst three columns contain the te-s,t ,des,.igna.tion" the
working load moment as defined above, and the load., P, r,equired to produce
working load moment. The fourth column contains "the" ,rn.ea-sure.d deflec tion
~t load P from the test load~d~flection curves. The ,£ifth, column contains
the theoretical deflection at this' load q.ue to bending,onlY.cand assuming
complete interaction. The sixth column contains the deflection due to
shear. The seventh column q;otltains the ratio ~q which has not been
u/e
given previously for ·many of the tests. The last two columns give the
~atio of measu~ed deflection divided by theoretical bending deflection
and ~he total theoretical bending.plus shear deflection.
The last two columns of Ta1?le 7 show th'a~ in all tests the
measured deflection exceeded the theoretical bending deflection, but the
measured deflection exceeded the theoretical deflec.tion due to bending
plus shear only for those tests in which ~hear connector strength was
quite inadequate with one exception. The exception is beam B9 which
contain~d pairs of 3/4 inch welded stud shear, connectors at 15 inches on
center. In te~t B9-T2, the measured deflection exceeded the theoretical
deflection by 12 percent. This is the only beam with 3/4 inch diameter
studs, and it appears as though the higher concrete stress around the
st\lds of this member may result in higher deflections than inth~ other
be~ms of this program. One test can not be taken as conclusiv-e,. but
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mere ly points to an area in which more research is. neede-d.
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Even wi th th~ case of beam B9 considered",,~the, .aITlount of_"addi.tional
deflection due to incomplete interaction for the shear. ,c,onne.ct,or des.ign,
proposed is not si~nificant. A very important co,ns.ider,a.tion. ,in th-is, study"
of deflections is the fact that deflection due to ,shear," is not negligible
in composite ·beams. In the test beams, deflection~..due :La ,she.ar .at"w.orking..
load was between 15 and 20 percent of the total theoretical deflection.
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9. CON TIN U (lU S M E M B E R- S
The design, of composite construction migh,t ,,-be .. made even mOore
economical by applying the concepts of plastic ana.lysis. ..aI-ong with ul-
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timate strength design. To investigate whether eXl:··no,t,..this ....ap.pli.ca-t.ion of
plastic design is feasible, one two-span continuous member designated as
B13 was tested. This member was identical to membe-rs Bl through B12 in
cross-section and consisted of two fifteen foot spans as show.n in. Fig. 1 ..
The ultimate strength of this member was determined using both
p~astic analysis and ultimate strength' theory. The ultimate moment of
the positive mom~nt region was taken as M of the composite section,U - .
whereas the '.ultimate moment of the negati.ve moment. region was taken as
~ of the steel member plus the longitudinal slab reinforcement.
The ,member was tested first by loading only one span at a time
and stopping the loading below ultimate as in the simple beam tests .
. Finally the member'was tested to failure with two concentra'ted loads on
each span. !Fig. 20 shows the midspan deflection of both spans plotted
as abscissa with the total applied load P divided by the theoretical load
at collapse P. The 'load P was exceeded in the test even though thep p
va~ue of Equ/C was only 0.88B for the ends and 0.978 for th~ interior
portion of the two-span member.
It was observed during the tests of this member that wide cracks
formed in the negative moment region even at loads below working load.
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A means of controlling this cra~king should be emp,lo,yed. in the des.ign-,
eith~r in the form of an expansion joint or sufficie,nt..,slab r.einforcement
·to ,distribute cracks along the member. However, "in. ,memJ:>ers w,her.e_ the
negative plastic hinge forms first, it appears .tluht, "composite me,mbers
could be designed by plastic analysis.
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10. CON C L U S ION S
Bas~d 'on the results presente'd herein, the. -fo.llowing conclusions
may be drawn regarding the bf?h,ca:vior of composite. ~s"teal"..and ,conc,r,ete .b,eams, ,'"
in which the neutral axis is loc~ted within the coucre-te .,slab. at ,ultimate
load':
1. There is a definite relationship between.the"ultimate
strength of shear connectors and the..",ult..imate, ..flexur.al
capacity of the beam~
2. If the sum of the ultim~te strengths of al.l,shep.r
connectors in the shear span is sufficient to s~tisfy
the equtlibrium conditions at maximum load, then the
theoretical ultimate bending moment M can be attained.
" "', u .
3. Satisfaction of the equili~rium condition at ultimate
load based upon the ~ltim~te strength of shear connectors
provides a suitable criterion for· determining the minimum
number of shear connectors in the design of composite beams.
4. Uniform spacing of shear connectors is satisfactory for
beams supporting a uniform load if an adequate number of
connectors is provided.
5, The ultimate flexural capacity of~a beam can be determined
if the number of shear connectors prov~ed i~ less than
tht? number required to develop the theoretical ul<timate
bending moment M .
u
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6 . If the number of shearconnec tors p.r.Q,vide..d- ,is.,.. ade4uate
to develop the theoretical ultimate .,bending. moment M ,
,_. u
the load-deflection curve of the member,is"n.ot,.affected
by the magnitude of slip as far asdesig,n,.,r:e,quir.e.men.ts
are concerned.
7. It may be possible to design compo,s.i,te ..membars, .by p.lastic
analysis, but the amount of information.a~ailahle on
these members is not sufficient for ",the ,for.rn.ula..tion, of
any design recommendations.
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Construction, and guidance for the project is supp,liad by the "AISC
Committee on Composite Design (Dr. T'. R. Higgins ,. ,Chairman,),. A cantin",,:
uation of the original investigation is sponsored by AlSe, and the ,Nelson
Stud Welding Division of Gregory Industries, Inc. The original planning
of the program was conducted under the supervision of Dr. Bruno !hurlimann.
Welded stud shear connectors for the experimental investigAtion
were supplied and welded by KSM Products, Inc., Moorstown, New Jersey.
Th,e ~ests were planned and conducted by Messrs. Charles G. Culve'r
and Paul J. Zarzeczny as a part of their programs for the Master of Science
Degree. The authors wish to express their thanks to Mrs. Doro~hy Fielding
who did the typing and to·Mr. Richard Sopko for his assis'tance with the
drawings,
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The following symbols have been adopted for use in this
paper:
a = depth of concrete stress block at u.Ltimate moment
A area of steel member of composite beam
s
b width of the concrete slab
c = compressive force in the concrete slab ,at ultimate moment.
c' compressive force in the steel beam a,t ultimate moment
d depth :'0£ the ste.el member
d diameter of stud or spiral shear connector
s
e distance between compressive force in the slab and tensile
force at ultimate moment
e' distance between compressive force in the beam and tensile
force at ultimate moment
F yield strength of steely
f' = concrete compressive strength
c
h =:; height of a stud shear connector
H height of a stud shear connector
I =
L =
s
moment of inertia of the composite section
length of span from point of maximum moment to point of
zero moment
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M =
M =
P
M
u
M' =
u
p
p
p
~q. =
u
total 'applied moment including. dead .. loadmome.nt
plastic moment of the steel section
theoretical ul timate bending moment. "hase.d on.,an ,idealized
fully' plastic state of, stress corres,pond,i,.-ng, to F:Lg. 7
theoretical ultimate moment for memb,e:c,with inadequate
shear connectors
total applied load
theoretical p1astic collap'se' load
ultimate strength of a shear connector
sum of ultimate strengths of all shear connectors in
shear span
Q = statical moment of transformed slab area,
t thicknes~ of concrete slab
T tensile force in the steel member
v
v
w
=
=
horizontal shear pe~ unit length of Plember
total applied shear
length of channel shear connector
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T~BLE 1. SUMMARY -OF BEAM SPECIMENS
Steel ;Beam Concrete Slab
Concrete
Test Test Cylinder
·t
Beam R~£erence Span Section Fy(flange) Fy(web) Size Streng·th
(ft.) (ksi) (ksi) (in.) (ksi)
Bl
*
15 ~2 Vi 27 39.0 44.2 4 x 48 3.60
B2
*
15 12 Vf 27 39.0 44.2 4 x 48 3·.60
B3
*
15 12 Vi 27 39.0 44.2 4 x 4'8- 3.60
B4 *' 15 12 'W 27 39.0 44.2 4 x 48 3.60
B5
*
15 12 VI 27 39.0 44.2 4 x 4'8,· 3.60
B6 * 15 12 Vf 27 39.0 44.2 4 x 48~' 3 ~ 60
B7
*
15 12 w: 27 37~4 41.9 4 x 48 3~34
B8
*
15 ~2 W 27 37.4 41.9 .4 x 48 3.34-
B9
*
i 15 12 Vi 27 37.4 41.9 4 x 48 3.34
BiO
*
15 12 Vi 27 36.6 44.7 4 x 48 3.60
Bl1 "/< 15 12 w: 27 36.6 44.7 4 x 48 3.60
"
BIZ
*
15 12 Vi 27 36.6 44.7 4 x 48 3.60
B13
*
2 @ 15 12 Vi 27 36.6 44.7 4 x 48 3.60
BI 4 10 8 \tf 17 36.9 3 x 24 5.56
BII 4 10 8 Vi 17 36.9 3 x 24 5~56
BIll 4 lO 8 Vi 17 36.9 3 x 24 5.56
"
B21S 6 37.5 21 Vf 68 35,1 41.8 6.25 x 72 6.53
B21W 6 37.5 21 Vi 68 34.3 41.4 6.17 X 72 5.75
B24S 6 37.5 24 \tf 76 35.2 37.9 6.25 x 72 5.67
B24W 6 37.5 24 'vf 76 35.8 38.7 6.11 x 72 5.70
1 8 21 8 Vi 17 37.7 54,4 7.5 x 30+ 7.38
2 8 21 8 Vi 17 36.6 43;~ 7.5 x 30+ 7.04
3 8 41 8 Vi 17 37.8 43.4 7.5 x 30+ 7.38
4 8 21 8 Vi 17 38.0 .51.4 7.5 x 3.~O+ 7.04
Bridge 7 30 18 VI 50 35.8 41.7 6 x 65.5 3.28
.*Te~ts performed in this investigation
+Slabs pf variable thickness; 7.5 in. is the thickness to be used in calculations
TABLE 2. DETAILS OF SHEAR, CONNECTORS
-- ~._. -
Connector ~ensile Properties of Connector Material
Test Height of Width, or
Beam Type ~onnector Size No. per row Spacing Yield Strength Ul·timate Strength
(in. ) (in. ) (ksi) -Cksi)
'.
Bl none
B2 none
B3 bent stud 2-1/4 1/2-in•. dia. 2 7.5 56.5 66.8
B4 bent stud 2-1/4 lIZ-in. dia., 2 7.5 56.5 66.8
B5 channel 3 3-in. 4.1 lb. 4 in. 20.0 43.2 64.5
B6 bent stud 2-1/4 1/2-in. dia. I 7.5 56.5 66.8
B7 bent stud 2-1/4 1/2-::in. dia. 2 7.5 58.4 66.9
B8 headed stud 3 1/2-in. dia. 2 7.5 59.4 66.7
B9 headed stud 3 3/4-in. dia. 2 15.0 62.0 75.8
BIO bent stud 2-1/4 liZ-in. dia. 2 9.0 58.4 66.9
BII bent stud 2-1/4 1/2-in. dia. 2 9.0 I 58.4 66.9B12 bent stud 2-1/4 1/2-in. dia. 2 I see Fig.3 58.4 66.9
Bl3 bent stud 2-1/4 1/2-in. dia. 2 , see Fig.3 58.4 66.9
- "-
BI bent stud 2-1/4 lIZ-in. dia, 3 5.5
- -
BII bent stud 2-1/4 i/2-in. dia, 2 I 5.5
- -
BIll bent stud 2-1/4 liZ-in. dia. 2 I 7.0
- -
B2lS channel 4 4-in. 5.4 lb. 6 in. variable 42.7 63.0
B2lW channel 4 4-in. 5.4 lb. 4 in. 36.0 39.7 56.6
B24S channel 4 4-in. 5.4 lb. 6 in. variable 47.0 67.2
B24W channel 4 4-in. 5.4 lb. 6 in. 18.0 47.0 67.2
.-
1 spiral 4-1/4 1/2-in. & 5/8 in. dia. 1 variable
- -
2 spiral 4-1/4 1/2-in. & 5IB-in. dia. 1 variable - -
3 spiral 4-1/4 l/2-in. & 5IB-in. dia. 1 variable
- -
4 spiral 4-1/4 1/2-in. & 5IB-in. dia. 1 variable
- -
~
*
I
B "d; bent stud 1-7/8 1/2-in. dia. 3 14.0 59.5 70.3r1 ge 4 3/4-in. dia. 2 11.5 65.1 70.9I headed studt
N
'-J
\0
.
~
!\Jt
>
*Only data from the beam having 1/2-in. dia. studs is used in this report
•t
TABLE 3. ,Sill1MAR.Y -OF BEAM TEST _RESULTS
:Maximum Theoretical Values !
Type of Lo\d Test ' . - ---t MaximumM MBeam Test· Failure P Moment u u Maximum Connector Force End.Slip(kips) (kip. -in. ) (kip. -in. ) (kip. -in.) (kips .pe-r connector)
-
Bl T2
Bl T2S A 20.0
B2 T2 B 41.5
B3 T2 A 65.0 2708 2880
- 12.4 (per 1/211 stud) 0.040
T4 A 72.3 2636 2880
- 12.9 0.077 I
T7 D 7-8.9 2514 2880 2647 15.7 0.092 1(B4 T28 A 63.0 257'1 2750
- 11.7 (pe"r- 1/2-" stud) 0.015 I
T4S A 70.0
I
2546 2750
- 12.5 0.02-0
T8S D : ~ 85.8 2614 2750 2490 16 .. 6 0.126
B5 T2 A 64.9 I 2695 2880 - 54.1 (per 4" width of channel) 0.029T4 A 73.9 f 2758 2880 - 70.5 0.046
TIl B 90.7 I 2418 2880 ,2401 72.4 0.207 IB6 T2 D 58.0 I 2416 2880 244Q 17.8 (per 1/2" stud) 0.120
B7 T2 A 59.8 2506 2730
- 11.2 (per 1/2'" stud) 0.059
T4 C '67.8
!
2554 2730 2691 13.0 0.139
B8 TZ A 62.8 2618 2730
- 12.4 (per 1/2" stud) 0.035
T4 A 71.0 2634 2730
- 14.0 0.063
T9 C 84.8 2491 2730 2557 15.4 0.129
B9 T2 A 62.0 2586 2730
-
22.1 (per 3/4" -stud) 0.040
T5 A 72.4 2574 2730 - 26.4 0.039
TI0 B 90.2 2514 27"30 2626 31.4 0.198
BIG TI3 D 93.0 2596 2760 2717 13.2 (per 1/2" stud) 0.268
Bil TI3 D 91.-0 2556 2760 2717 12:8 (per 1/2" stud) 0.199
BIZ T13 D 91.0 2626 2760 2717 13.6 (per 1/2" stud) 0.17-0
*See Fig. 2
N
..........
\.0
-t--l
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF BEAM TEST RESULTS (continued)
Maximum Theoretical Values
Test Type of Load Test I Maximum
Failure
...... M M' Maximum Connector Force End SlipBeam Test p"" Moment u u
(kips) (kip. -in.. ) (kip.-in.) (kip. -in.) (kip-s per connector)
BI T3 C 4-805 1178 1141 - 7 .. 0 (per 1/2" ·stud) 0.0044
BII T3 A 48.0 1164 1141
- 10.6 (per 1/2" stud) 0.0089
T4 C 55.0 1214 ' 1141
- 12.1 0.0446
BIll T3 A 47.5 1154 1141 - 13.4 (per 1/2" stud) 0.0218
! T4 A 54.0 1146 -'- 1141 - 15.4 0.0712
: T6 D 5800 1085 ' 1141 1051 16.6 0.0925
--~
J':. B21S T1 C 50.0 12,678 11,920 - 50.8 (pe.r 6" wi-d,th of cha.nnel) 0.0108
r:'=-:'-~B2lW ]. 40.0 11,480 9589 91. 7 (per 4" wid,th -of. channel) 0.0775Tl '( C 10,057
B24S T1 A 60.0 14,100 13,600 - 54.3 (pe'r '6" wid,th· of ,channel) 0.0068;
B24W Tl A 40.0 13,690 13,710 - 51.4 (per 6" wi-dth .od channe~) 0.0092
1 T12 C '77.0 2572 2150
- 17 . 0 (p~r 1/2" sp'ir.al) 0 ..0068
2 T12 I A 70.5 2362 2150
-
15.6 (per 1/2,,'spiral) 0.0074
3 T12 A 6705 2272 2150 - 15.0 (per l/Z" spiral) 0 .. 00.40
4 T12 A 71.8 2402 2150
-
15.9 (pe.r 1/2" -.-,s.p.i.ra1) 0.0096
-
--=-
Bridge T1 C 33.8 16,740 16,455 - 13.4 (per 1/2" stud) 0.028
*See Figo 2
A - Test stopped before ~ailure
B - Failure to carry additional load
C - Crushing of concrete slap
D - Fracture of connectors gbove the weld
E- - Failure_by tensile cracking of slab in a pushout specimen on the surface
of the slab at locations removed from the connectors
F - Failure by connectors pulling out of concrete
G - Fracture in weld
H - Fracture in base metal of the steel beam along the weld
J - Failure by shearing of wedge of concrete under channel connector in a
pushout ~pecimen with-haunched slabs
N
-.J
\..0
t-l
U1
>
I
..J>-
0\
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TABLE 4a. ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF STUD CONNECTORS
... --1
Specimen Reference Type Diameter Height Ty,pe of type of qu Max 0 Sli.p
(ino) (:In, ) T.est Fa·il-ur.e (kips) (in~,)
B6 -T2
*
bent 1/2 2.25 Beam D 1708 00120
BIII-T6 4 bent 1/2 2.25 Bea.m 'D 16.6 0.093
B4 ""T8
*
bent 1/2 2.25 Be·~ D 16.6 00126
B3 -T7
*
bent 1/2 2.25 Beam D 15.7 00092
B8 -T9
*
headed 1/2 3.00 Beam C 15.4 00129
2 9 bent 1/2 2.25 Pushout H 1405
-
4A 10 headed 1/2 4~OO Pushout D 14.4 0.163
4B 10 headed 1/2 4.00 Pushout D 130'9 0,170
~ B12 -T13
*
bent 1/2 2 025 Beam D 13.6 0.170
Bridge 7 bent 1/2 1.88 Beam C 13.4
-
BIG -T13
*
bent 1/2 2.25 Beam D 1302 0.198
B7 -T4
*
bent 1/2 2.25 BeAm C 13.0 0.139
3 9 bent 1/2 2.25 Pushout H 12 09 -
B11 -T13
*
bent 1/2 2.25 Beam D 12.8 0.199
P5 1< headed 1/2 3.00 Pusho\lt D 1201 0.265
P6
*
headed 1/2 3.00 Pushout D 12 01 00290
F8
*
headed 1/2 3.00 Pushout D 1201 00335
PI
*
bent 1/2 2,25 Pushout D 11,00 0.200
P4
*
bent 1/2 2.25 Pushout D 100'4 00190
SA 10 headed 5/8 3.94 Pushout D 2308 0.319
5B 10 headed 5/8 3.94 Pushout D 22.5 00279
6F 10 headed 3/4 5.00 Pushout D 34.8 00364
6B 10 headed 3/4 3.90 Pushout D 32 05 0.246
6A 10 headed 3/4 3090 Pushout D 32.0 0.382
6G 10 headed 3/4 7.00 Pushout D· 31.5 0.276
B9 -TIO
*
headed 3/4 3.00 Beam B 3104 00198
7H 10 headed 7/8 8.50 Pushout D 45.0 0~278
.~.. ----.----
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TABLE 4b. ULTIMATE STRENGTH OF SPIRAL CONNECTORS
-48
Spiral Type of Type of qu per
Specimen i Referenc~ Diameter Height 'IT~st Failure Turn Max. Slip
(in. ) (in. ) (kips) (in.)
--.. +"'............
4A 10 1/2 4.5 Pushout D 34.5 . 0.250
4B 10 1/2 4.5 Pushout D 29.3 0.247
5B 10 5/8 4.8 Pushout E 44.0 0.139
SA 10 5/8 4.8 Pushout E 43.7 0.190
2-1 11 5/8 5 g 0 Pushout D 42.9 0.047
2-2 11 5/8 5.0 P\1shout D 38.5 0.068
1-1 11 3/4 5.0 Pushout D 58.3 0.023
6B 10 3/4 5.1 Pushout E 54.9 0.075
6A 10 3/4 5.2 Pushout E 52.·3 0.088
1-2 11 3/4 5.0 Pushout E 5101 0.034
,-
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TABLE 4c. ULTIMA.TE STRENGTH OF CHANNEL CONNECTORS
-49
Ultimate
Size of Type of Type of Loa,d per inch
, Specimen ReferenG-e Channel Width Test _Failure of Width-
(in. ) (kips)
B5 Til '"J~ 3 in. 4.1 lb. 4 Beam C 18.1
3C 3H3 6 3 in. 4.1 lb. 6 Pushout E 14J19
3C 3HZ 6 3 in. 4.1 lb. 6 Pushout E 12.6"
P2
*
3 in. 4.1 lb. 4 Pushout E 11.9
3C 3Rl 6 3 in. 4.1 lb. 6 Pushout E l-OfJ5
B2lW 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 4 Beam C 22.9
4c 3W2 6 4 in. 5.4 Ib .' 4 Pushout G 20.4
4c 3ell 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout G 1907
4c 3C9 6 4 in. 5.4 lb'. 6 Pushout E 19.4
4c 3ClO 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 18<17
4c 3C7 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 17 J1 1
4c 3C8 6 4 in. "5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 16.4
4c 3F4 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout J 16.2
4c 3C6 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 15.8
4c 3C5 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pu'shout E 15 02
4c 3F3 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 1501
4c 382 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 1500
4C 3Wl 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 5 Pushout E 1500
4c 3C4 6 4 in. 5.4 lbo 6 Pushout E 13'Jl2
4c 3el 6 4 in. 5.4 lbo 6 Pushout E 12 05
4c 3F2 6 4 in'. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout J 12 04
4C 3F5 6 4 in. 5.4 Ibal 8 Pushout J 12,3
4c 3C2 6 4 in. 5.4 . lbo 6 Pushout E 12 01
4c 3D2 6 4 in. 504 lh o 6 Pushout E 11 06
4c 3C3 6 4 ino 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 11 02
4c 3D1 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout E 9.9
4c 3Fl 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout '.J 9,6"
4c 381 6 4 in. 5.4 lb. 6 Pushout G 8.0
4c STB 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 2108
4c 5T7 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 1701
4c 4T 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 16.4
4c SF 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout J 16.4
4C 5T6 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 15.8
4c 5T3 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 15.1
4c 5T2 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 l?ushout E 14.5
4C 5T4 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 14.2
4C ST5 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 1401
4c 58 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E 14.0
4C STI 6 4 in. 7.25 lb. 6 Pushout E .13.2
5C 3HZ 6 5 in. 607 lb. 6 Pushout E 15.2
5C 3RI 6 5 in. 6.7 lb. 6 Pushout E 14.9
...
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TABLE 5. TENSILE PROPERTIES OF SHEAR CONNECT,OR :MATERIAL
Yield Ultimate Pushout Concrete Yield Ultimate
Strength Strength Specimen Strength Strength Strength
(ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)
~r-= --
nectars Channel Connectors
-
3C 3H3 3.92 52 05 710'4
-
70,.2 3C 3H2 3.31 52,5 '7104
- 70.8 P2 3~60 42.7 64,5
3C 3Rl 2.81 5205 71.4'
56.5 66.8 4C 3W2 4.43 39.3 55'v6
56.5 6608 4C 3ell 6032 42 .. 5 61 0 8
59.4 67~7 4c 3C9 5.34 39v3 55.6
56.5 66,8 4c 3CIO 5.74 39,3 55.6
56.5 66~8 4c 3C7 4.14 38.9 58.5
-
68.0 4C 3C8 4.77 45,9 67 .. 2
- 63.3 4C 3F4 4.69 39.3 5506
- 71,7 4C 3C6' 3.50 38.9 S8gS
- 70,4 4c 3C5 3.47 4509 67.2
- 6909 4C 3F3 4.60 39.3 5506
- 73.2 4c 382 1.97 4509 67.2
.- 82.2 4C 3W1 2.81 I 3903 55.6
4C 3c4 3.14 3809 5805
4c 3e1 2.07 45.9 67.2
4c 3F2 2.65 39g3 5.~ 06
.. •. ~ - .. - - .=:; ..- 4C 3F5 3.08 3903 5.5.6
-
.- 4C 3C2 2.30 38.9 58.5
4C 3D2 3,.37 3809 58.5
4c 3C3 2,57 38.9 580.5
onnectors 4c 3Dl 2.99 38.9 5805
4c 3Fl 2:.58 3903 55.6
38.0 6~.2 4C 381 1.34 4509 67.2
38.0 63.2 40 5T8 5.05 37 g'7 61.5
38.0 62'.1 4c 5T7 4.36 3707 61.5
38.0 62.1 4C 4T 4001 37.7 61.5
-. .-
4c 5T 2.17 3707 61.5
- -
4c 5T6 3.53 37.7 61.5
- -
4C 5T3 3.13 37.7 i 61.5
41.3 6604 4c 5T2 2."'91 37.7 6105
41.3 66.4 4c 5T4 3.19 37.7 61.5
- -
4c 5T5 3~31 37.7 6105
4c 58 2.72 37.,7 61.5
4c 'SII 2,30 37.7 61.5
5C 3HZ 3.26 44.3 67.9
5C 3R1 3.17 44.3 67.9
...
Spir,al C
Stud Con
4A 2.99
4B 1 2.' 99
5B 3.52
5A 3~52
2-1 4.54
2-2 3~08
1-1 5.12
6B 3,25
6A 3.25
1-2 2.97
2 5,00
4A 3.84
4B 4,39
3 5 ,~ 00
P5 3.60
P6 3~68
P8 3,06
PI 3~60
P4 3.60
SA 3.79
5B 4,25
61t 4.90
6B I 4.24
6A 3,87
6G 4~59
6H 3~4'4
Pushout Concrete
Specimen Strength
(ksi)
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TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS WITH M AND M
u u
Beam Test Type of Failure ~qul M/: MI 'C ~ Mu
B3 T7 D 0~772 0.873 0.950
B4 T8S D 0.722 0.951 10049
B5 TIl B 0.437 0.838 1.006
B6 T2 D 00473 0.838 00.991
B7 T4 c 0.897 0.936 0.950
B8 T9 C 00717 0.913 0.976
I
:89 TIO B 0.808 0.922 O~958
BIOT13 D 0.888 00941 0.956
BIlTI3 D 0,888 0.926 ·0.944
BIZ T13 D 0.888 0.952 0.968
BI T3 C 2 004 1.030 --
BII T4 C 1'021 10061 --
BIll T6 D 0.160 0.951 1.032
Brid$e C 111045 1.020 --
B21 S C 1.95 1.062 --
B21 W C 0.50 0.877 1.050
B24 S A 1.59 1.036
--
B24· w A 1.41 0.998 --
No. 1 C 1.57 1.090 --
No. Z A 1.75 1.110
--
No. 3 A 1~72 1.052 --
No. 4 A 1.60 1.032
--
TABLE 7. DEFLE'CTION OF BEAMS AT WORKING LOAD
-Measured
Deflection Theoretical Theoretical Measured Deflection Measured Deflection
Working Working at Working Bending Shear Theoretical Bending Theoretical Total
Test Load Moment Load P Load Deflection Deflection }:qu/C Deflection Deflection
(kip. in.) (kips) (in.) (in. ) (in. )
B3 T2 1440 33.48 0.244 0.235 0.044 0.944 1.040 0.875
B3 T4 1440 37.90 0.296 0.255 0.044 0.858 1.160 0.990
B3 T7 1440 44.00 0.353 0.273 0.044 0.772 1.290 1.113
B4 T2 1375 32.04 0.236 0.225 0.042 0.995 1.050 0.884
B4 T4 1375 36.03 0.308 0.243 0.042 0.905 1.268 1.080
B4 T8 1375 43.30 0.310 0.263 0.042 O•.72-2 1.180 1.017
BS T2 1440 33.48 0.261 0.235 0.044 0.731 1.111 0.936
B5 T4 1440 37.90 0.321 0.255 0-.044 0.585 1.260 1.073
B5 TIl 1440 52.50 0.380 0.288 0.044 0.437 1.320 1.145
B6 T2 1440 33.48 0.279 0.235 0.044 0.473 1 Q 188 1.000
B7 T2 1365 31 .• 80 0.266 00223 0.041 0.987 1.192 1.008
B7 T4 1365 35.7-8 0.322 0.241 0.041 0.897 1~338 1.142
BS T2 1365 31.80 0.266 0.223 0.041 00987 1.192 1.008
B.8 T4 1365 35.78 0.302 0.241 0.041 0.89-7 1.254 1.071
B8 T9 1365 45.20 00342 0.265 0.041 ' O. 717 1.291 1.114
00296 00223 0<.041
,.
1.212 1.330 1.121B9 T2 1365 31.80
B9 TS 1365 3-7.32 00336 0.246 0.041 - - l~OOO 1.367 1.171
B9 TIO 1365 47.80 0.362 0.270 0 .. 041 0.807 1.340 1.160
BIOTl3 1380 48.30 0.280 0 0 257 0.043 O.8B8 1.090 0.933
t
\
BIlTl3 1380 48030 0.306 0.257 0.043 0.888 1.191 1.020 1
J
1
1380 48 .. 30 0.280 0.257 I 0 .. 043 f 0.888 1.090 0.933 ii B12T13 ij I I
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